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• My aim today
– Question: How mobile multimedia is used
– Method: literature review
– Data: existing research with some
restrictions
• natural data: unrestrained use
• social context
• long-term field studies: at minimum, few weeks

• preferably studying actual messages
• finally, there must be a theoretical argument
known in the social sciences
– theory directs attention
– …observation
– …and that way requirements for research

1. “Domestication”
• Barbara Scifo, Milan

II

– “the progressive familiarization with the new devices and
communication practices, and to note the rapid reduction in
resistance initially put up by traditional young users”
– the metaphor originally comes from British Media Studies
• Roger Silverstone the main proponent
• utilitarian issues vs. “moral economy” as drivers of use (“moral”
is a gloss for non-rational uses)
• appropriation : objectification : incorporation : conversion
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2. The Genre Argument
“...within the communication group the individual members have to
have a shared sense of various communication forms. They can
then draw on these shared forms of interaction in their ongoing
communication. If, for example, one wants to send a joke, the
context, timing, presentation and form of the communication
combine to assure joviality… the context around the message and
the way that it is mediated are also important.” (Ling and Julsrud
2005: 331-332)

3. Mobile Multimedia as Interaction
• At present, two perspectives focus on
how people interact with other people
using mobile multimedia

B) Ethnomethodology

Audio file:
“So, greetings from
here, our hot summer
garden, from Kesäjärvi.
Having a glass of
sparkling. Leena and
Pate are visiting,
lovely. See you
tomorrow, welcome!”

Subject: Greetings from
Kesäjärvi!
Text:
No text.

A) Messages as Gifts
“...the teenagers who were
observed and who took part
in the interviews appeared to
use their mobile phones to
participate in the social
practices of exchange.
Specifically, their phonemediated activities
sometimes resembled the
patterns of gift-giving
described in the anthropology
and sociology literature…”
(Berg et al. 2003: 434).

2004/04/13 16:50:46
Text:
What an adorable baby! In
exchange you get an Easter
Bunny postcard.

I’m on the Esplanade! Cool!

The driving vision in studies in UIAH: following
ethnomethodology, situated interaction, we argued that
multimedia messaging
- is ordinary activity
- proceeds on a message-by-message basis. We
answer questions, return greetings, guess when we see
riddles, and tease when friends do something ridiculous
(see Koskinen et al. 2002)
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STOMP! What was that?
STOMP! Run for your lives… it’s… it’s…
The Giant Green Sociologist!
STOMP!

4. “Co-Experience”
• Finally, Battarbee (2004) further
developed the notion of “user
experience” with MMS data
– co-experience = how the meanings of
individual experiences emerge and change
as they become part of social interaction
– expands the pragmatist model of user
experience by reference to symbolic
interactionism

– how experiences migrate between different
levels of experience trough social action
– three processes:
• Lifting up experiences from routine to joint
focus
• Reciprocating and maintaining experiences in
joint focus
• Rejecting and ignoring experiences back into
routine

From Susse 4.7. 16:00
Text:
• Too bad the smell functions are
still missing
Audio (female voice):
•

Ahoy, the land lovers are home,
how about you, have you sailed
to your port yet? Here’s a bit of
our atmosphere for you, guess
what it is. It has onion, blue
cheese, tomato… and bologna.
So… have a good evening, bye
bye!

– Elaborations
• Experiences are “scalable” and have a
temporal structure
• People elaborate “meta-experiences” together

III
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Observations
• Research designs focus on
understanding use, but how about its
consequences?
– Only few studies exist, they explain why
multimedia seems to be so trivial and banal
– Are they interesting for designers and
engineers?

• Methodologically…
– there are good practices in field studies
– and some progress in theory; many
theories are needed
– methodological alternatives waver between
interpretive research, ethnomethodology,
and something that is close to quasiexperimental use of time-series
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